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He quieted the wind down to a whisper; put a muzzle on all the big waves. And you were so glad
when the storm died down, and he led you safely back to the harbor (Psalms 107:29, 30, The Message).

“YOU AIN’T GOTTA WALK ALONE”
(MEET A STAFF MEMBER)

If

you have stood on the beach of an ocean as the waves flow in and the undercurrent goes out,
you know personally the calming effect of their sound. If you have seen the majesty of a storm as it
sends in a barrage of waves that crash upon the shore, pounds the beach and frightens you away
from venturing too close lest you are thrown about or sucked under by the magnitude of the force.
If you have stayed at a resort on the ocean and left your patio doors open all night in order to hear
the waves against the shore, you know the peace and the relaxation that you felt and experienced
from those nights. Some of you have the experience of being in the open sea when the storms
raged, the winds were howling and know the sea sickness as a result of the continual tossing that
causes you to pray for calmness and possibly even your own life. Life is a lot like the waves of the
sea that beat upon us to erode, change the landscape, deposit the junk and dead in the waters upon
the beach, and can cause one to retreat seeking a safe haven. I thought of these interactions of the
ocean’s waves as a metaphor of the staff of Restoration Village as they meet some of the souls that
have been buffeted by the strong adversities of their life and found their way to this place in hope
that the winds and the waves of their surging life will be abated.
The Village
was the first
place that
she could
remember
feeling safe.

Water waves are the forward movement of the water due to the oscillation
of water particles by the frictional drag of wind over the water surface. The
“winds” of our lives have blown for some of us like hurricanes, prevailing
winds of physical, psychological and spiritual wave trains that swelled to
enormous waves that hamper any reasoning of balance or normalcy in our
lives. These enormous waves (tsunamis) have left devastation in the being
of the soul and the Village staff has the dubious task of restoration,
rebuilding, and renewal of those whom we serve. An interaction of two
waves is called interference, or where the crests and troughs align and
combine. The motion of energy that is passed between the water molecules
in ripples to make the wave is called waves of transition. Years ago, country
singer, Pat Green wrote a song entitled, Wave on Wave: “The clouds broke
and the angels cried/You ain’t gotta walk alone/That’s why he put me in
your way/ You came upon me wave on wave.”
My name is Tara Lentz. I came to work at Restoration Village in 2005. I
had graduated from John Brown University in 2004 and worked for a year at
another local shelter. I had a friend from college who worked at the CAC
and I thought what she did was interesting. I applied for a job at the CAC
but they were not hiring. I received a call from Beverly asking if I was
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interested in continuing to work with women at Restoration Village. I have been working at the
Village ever since. In 2008 I began working toward my Masters in Counseling at JBU. I graduated
in May 2011 and am now working on getting my license to practice counseling. This year my
husband and I will celebrate 7 years of marriage. This past year we welcomed our first child.
Over the years at Restoration Village I have had many wonderful experiences and many that break
my heart. Several years ago a few days before Christmas we accepted a new resident. Christmas at
the Village is a wonderful celebration because so many of our precious ladies and kids have never
had much of a Christmas. The week after Christmas I met with our new resident and asked her if she
had a good Christmas. During that meeting she expressed to me that that was the first Christmas she
had ever had. It wasn’t about the gifts or the decorations but rather the joy of celebrating in a safe
place with people who cared about her. She also expressed that the Village was the first place that
she could remember feeling safe. She had a story that was filled with loss and abuse that started
from a very young age. She was in her early thirties at the time and had not ever in her life felt safe.
As she stayed at the Village we learned more of her story and saw God perform amazing healing and
transformation in her life.

I have to find
peace by
trusting that the
God I serve has
them close to
his heart.

Working in this messy business it is inevitable that there will be times when your heart feels like it
can’t take anymore. Several years ago a lady came to live at the Village. At the time she had
custody of her niece and nephew. She had had her niece for a few years but had raised her nephew
from infancy. Throughout the time she lived at the Village there were many court hearings and
visitations with the children’s biological parent. There were indications that made us feel like the
children returning to live with the biological parent was not the best situation for the kids. Finally
there was a court hearing to determine the long-term placement of the children. We went to court
that day confident that the aunt would be awarded custody. Unfortunately, that is not what happened.
That day the children were sent home with their biological parent and those of us who had loved and
invested in the children (including the school counselor, staff at RV, and of course their aunt) were
not allowed to say good-bye. The most difficult part is that there is no contact. There is no way for
us to check on the kids and make sure they are ok. The hardest part of this job is when the people
who walk into our lives in crisis quickly leave and we never hear the end of the story. I have to find
peace by trusting that the God I serve has them close to his heart. I also know that while they were at
the Village they experienced what it is like to be safe even if just for a moment.
I read a quote of Hannah F. Gould’s, A Name in the Sand, and thought of Tara: “Alone I walked on
the ocean strand. A pearly shell was in my hand: I stooped, and wrote upon the sand My name, the
year, the day. As onward from the spot I passed, One lingering look behind I cast, A wave came
rolling high and fast, And washed my lines away.” Tara is that offer of hope to wash away the past
and offer the hope of beginning anew to a visitor that enters our portals. She is the ship that Jesus
invites others into that “cause the wind to cease” (see Matthew 14:32).
Next month we will introduce you to another of
Restoration Village’s staff,

David Engle

Tara and her daughter, Emma
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Village News
THANKS TO A GREAT GROUP RATE the Village took the residents and children and
a few former residents to White Water Fun Park in Branson, Missouri this past month.
For most of the moms and children this is the first time that they have ever experienced
this type of an excursion. For them, especially the children, this was and is a memory
making event.

Remember the books “Where’s Waldo?” Somewhere
out there in the wave pool is at least half of our moms
and their children.

Most of the afternoon, Jacee enjoyed trying
to corral the squirting fountains located in
the wave pool.

ANOTHER SUMMER EVENT that now is becoming an anticipated annual event is the
shrimp boil during the first weeks of July. The first one was for the Multi Disciplinary
Team of Benton County composed of law enforcement, social workers, case workers,
prosecutors and the advocacy center staff for their bi-weekly meeting. The police and
sheriff officers especially enjoy this special treat. It is a joy to cook and thank these
dedicated men and women for their services to the children of our county.

Some of the folks at the shrimp
boil piled on their plate their
favorite parts of the luncheon.
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That is David all dressed up in the heat
with the tools to keep himself cool
while the shrimp and all the other
ingredients are a boiling.

On July the 7th we had another shrimp boil for the residents of the Village. It was fun,
great food, two different types of homemade ice cream, but we all missed the traditional
fireworks as our county banned all fireworks this year because of the severe drought.
Guess we will have to make up for this on December 31st of this year at midnight?
THE VILLAGE IS AT CAPACITY WITH RESIDENTS and most of the children here
are under the age of five. There are increasing calls and inquiries from others that are in
need of a place to be – often women with young children. At the same time we, just like
you, are in the realities of the rising costs of utilities, food prices, and fluctuating gasoline
prices. I am not sure what effect the continued drought is going to have upon the Village,
just remember a spring is the water supply for our main lodge. I have never seen the
pond as low as it is at the current time. Hundreds of dead fish have floated to the top due
to the heat and lack of oxygen, and I wonder each day if the spring will continue to
supply its cool waters for the Village.
ONE THING WE HAVEN’T CUT BACK ON is that we continue to offer hope and
kindness to those who enter our portals as kindness is the unyielding answer to some of
these mommies and babies unanswerable life journey questions of tragedy, abandonment
by their own family, or not even knowing where or how to begin their life anew. Thanks
to you, we will continue to relieve the weight of their struggles, lighten their loads of
burdens, share a strength of support and compassionate service and allow them to have
the opportunity to at least choose restoration or not.

